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Abstract. Multi-device scenarios pave the way for new applications that allow
the user to interact collaboratively with other users or enhance the interaction
through the combination of different devices. To realize such applications, a
new development paradigm is needed. Traditional methods do not support the
dynamic extension or alteration of the application's feature set. Our approach is
based on the idea of modeling the composition and distribution of several application components, so that the component implementations and their assignment to specific execution environments (component distribution) can be determined dynamically. All application components are linked together as an
overlay network in the context of the multi-device environment. Therefore, we
propose an architecture of a runtime environment and an overview of the component distribution process during the load-time of a multi-device mashup.
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Introduction

The quickly growing popularity of mobile devices and their rich feature set are
leading to the need for applications, in which several interactive devices can be used
in combination. Such applications allow the user to collaborate with other users across
the borders of their personal devices. These scenarios range from simple data sharing
to complex applications, in which multiple users can connect with each other and
create a shared view on distributed content that can be modified from different devices, e. g., a collaborative decision making application. In each of these scenarios the
devices are providing a distributed user interface of the application.
The device mobility can cause the dynamic adaption of the distribution state during
the application's runtime. If another person and her Smartphone, for example, are
entering the interaction environment, the application could integrate a new UI element
that allows the person to take part in the collaboration. To distribute the user interface
in the context of a multi-device environment the application developer has to provide
a specific UI for each device. The problem here is the development effort to create
multi-device applications. Another problem is the dynamic availability of mobile
devices. The application developer has no knowledge of the configuration of the mul-

ti-device environment. This means that a static distribution of the user interface is not
possible during the application's design-time.
In our approach, we address both problems through the use of the development
methods from the mashup domain. Hence, we denote such applications as modelbased distributed mashups. From the perspective of the application developer, these
methods allow to reduce the development effort, because they introduce a strict separation between the application and the UI development. The application developer
describes only the composition of the application, the communication between the
application components and their distribution as part of an application model. We
assume there are several classes of UI components and each class contains device
specific UI component implementations. They are provided in a public component
repository service that allows registering reusable black-box application components.
To address the problem of the dynamic device availability, the composition and distribution descriptions declare properties of required application components and
runtime environments, i. e., they do not include concrete assumptions about the availability of application components or devices. To make clear what we understand by
the notion of a distributed model-based mashup application, we will give a simple
development example now.
Example 1. An application developer defines an application model that includes the
description of three application components. The first one is a UI component, which
is responsible for the presentation and manipulation of a UML diagram in the context
of a Smart TV. The second one is a service component that transforms all raw data of
the acceleration and position sensor of a Smartphone into a two-dimensional representation, which is used as input parameter for the previously mentioned UI component.
The third component has the same functionality as the second, but it has to be executed on a Tablet computer. Besides the component requirements, the distribution and
the communication requirements between the application components are described in
the application model as well. In this scenario it contains two communication channels. The first one connects the UI component with the service component that should
be executed on the Smartphone. The second communication channel connects the
previously mentioned UI component with the service component that should be executed on the Tablet computer.
To generate and execute the distributed mashup, a new kind of runtime environment is needed, which we will explain in this paper. Hence, the remaining paper is
structured as follows. Related work will be discussed in the following Sect. 2. In Sect.
3 we will give an overview of the architecture of a runtime environment that enables
the execution of a distributed mashup. After that, we will sketch the individual phases
of the dynamic loading process of a model-based distributed mashup in Sect. 4. In the
final Sect. 5 we draw conclusions and will give an outlook on the next research steps.
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Related Work

In [1] the vision of a new model of pervasive applications is based on three precepts. The second precept says that different devices can be seen as portals to one
virtual application. We share this view, but we understand the notion of a virtual application as a network of components that are distributed and executed on different
devices in a distributed runtime environment. In the CRUISe project [2] a modelbased development method and a browser-based thin-server-runtime [3] of mashup
applications were developed. The application's composition on the presentation layer
is defined as part of the composition model. It contains component templates that are
matched and ranked against a set of already existing mashup components, i. e., the
mashup application is generated dynamically during the application's load-time.
However, the CRUISe approach does not support the execution of components in
distributed runtime environments nor it provides needed operations to distribute UI
components dynamically on a set of heterogeneous devices. Our current project
DoCUMA is based on the CRUISe research results and will extend the mashup development methods to create applications for collaborative multi-device scenarios. To
model the distribution of UI components during the design time of an application a
meta-model was developed in [4]. Its entities represent digital and physical elements
of the smart environment on a high-level abstraction layer. Specific aspects like the
distribution requirement description that is needed to compute the dynamic distribution of application components are not part of the meta-model. The approaches in
[5,6] describe the use of UI properties to characterize the distribution of abstract UI
elements on model layer – the CARE-properties [7]. They allow to bind an abstract
UI to a concrete device of the smart environment during the design time. Our approach addresses the dynamic distribution of black-box UI components, thus a static
binding between UI components and their runtime environment is not feasible. Hence,
a runtime environment descriptor for each interactive device is needed to compute the
mashup component distribution dynamically. In [8] the device description model of
the UPnP standard [9] is transferred into an ontological representation. It allows the
dynamic determination of the valid mapping between the set of required mashup
components and the set of their appropriate runtime environments.
Finally, in [10] a distributed runtime environment is described that enables the migration of UI components between heterogeneous devices. It is based on a reverse
engineering process that comprises the generation of an abstract user interface model
from a UI implementation, which is the starting point of a model-to-code transformation. The result of the transformation is a device specific UI. In our approach we
use black-box UI components, which do not allow a reverse engineering in the way of
the approach in [10]. To allow the migration of UI components between heterogeneous devices, we will focus on the concept of adapting the component implementation
by replacing the migrating application component [11] with an optimal component
that is a device specific variant of the same component class during the application's
runtime.
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Overview of the Architecture

In this Sect., the architecture of the runtime environment of a distributed mashup
application is presented. In the remainder of this paper it is denoted as the ClientServer-Runtime (CSR). Figure Fig. 1 visualizes the main parts of the CSR – the
client- and the server-side runtime environment. Both can execute different application components in parallel, which are linked together as an overlay network that is
built on top of the connected devices.

Fig. 1 Overview of the CSR

In this paper, the client-side part of the CSR is denoted as CRTE (Client Side
Runtime Environment) and the server-side is denoted as SRTE (Server Side Runtime
Environment). The CRTE is responsible for the instantiation, initialization, execution
and visualization of the mashup UI components. Further, it encapsulates all communication features that are needed to execute a distributed mashup successfully. These
include local and remote communication features, e. g., the creation of local and distributed communication channels. To migrate and replicate UI components between
different devices, each CRTE provide serialization and deserialization capabilities
that allow the exchange of component state information between different devices.
The SRTE is responsible to register multiple applications. Hence, it provides a
service that allows the application developer to register several application models,
which describe the application composition and communication patterns of several
mashup components. Another feature is the dynamic discovery and registration of
multiple devices and their runtime environment descriptions. Furthermore, the SRTE
mediates messages between all distributed application components and between the
runtime environments. Another important feature of the SRTE is the execution of the

application's loading process, in which the application components and the appropriate CRTEs are determined dynamically. This is discussed in Sect. 4.
In the left part of Fig. 1 several services are depicted, which are needed to load
and execute a distributed mashup application. In the following Sect., we will dwell on
this aspect.
Services of the CSR
Application Repository (AppRe). With the help of this service the application developer can provide predefined application models in the context of the multi-device
environment. From this perspective the AppRe service acts as a central registry for
multi-device applications whose execution context is the whole interactive environment. Furthermore, the service provides functionalities that enable the SRTE to publish all available multi-device applications like a broadcaster. This is necessary, because we assume that the user has no knowledge of the existence of the smart environment and its applications, e. g., in public places. This means that the SRTE and
CRTE have to provide automatic discovery mechanisms, which enables the user to
discover available multi-device applications. We assume further, that each user has
installed the CRTE on his (mobile) device, since the discovery mechanisms cannot be
realized only with the help of client-side web technologies.
Component Repository (CoRe). This service is a fundamental part of the generation
procedure of the distributed mashup, because it provides functionalities to access
several application component implementations and their interface descriptors in the
SMCDL format (Semantic Mash-up Component Description Language) [2]. We assume that for each platform (Smartphones, Tablet computers, Desktops), there are
specific application components, which provide the foundation of generating a distributed mashup across the borders of heterogeneous devices. Another fundamental
function of this service is the registration of several application components. This
includes the registration of device-specific components, which encapsulate services of
the interactive device, e. g., the access to embedded sensors or in- and output devices.
After we have given an overview of our approach of a distributed runtime environment, we will describe the dynamic loading process of a model-based distributed
mashup and its individual phases in the next Sect. 4.
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Loading Process of a Distributed Mashup

In our approach the load-time of a model based distributed mashup can be divided
into the following phases. Each phase uses runtime environment features that are
distributed on the client- and server-side. A more detailed description on what middleware components are used in which phase, is not part of this paper.

Process Phases
Discovery. During this phase the SRTE collects several pieces of information. The
first ones are characterizing the device and the software platform that forms the foundation to execute future application components (CRTE discovery). The second part
of information are the user credentials (user discovery), which are needed to determine the valid set of available applications. In other words every user has a predefined application set that depends on the user preferences and the associated user role.
The applications per user are the third information piece (application discovery).
Once the user has logged in, he can choose to join an active or load an associated
application. The first case is out of the scope of this paper.
Application Selection. After the completion of the discovery phase, the next step of
the loading process is the presentation of the determined application set to the user.
Therefore, the SRTE analyses every application description in the set of the available
applications and sends a reduced information set to present all available application
models as visual entries in the context of the client device. That means that the user
can initiate the loading process of a distributed mashup from his personal device. We
denote it as the initial device. After the user selects a model reference, a message is
sent from the user's CRTE to the SRTE, where it causes the initiation of the serverside model interpretation procedure.
Interpretation. The main goal of this phase is to determine what mashup components
are needed by the application, what components are available and what CRTEs could
be used to realize the specified distributed mashup (represented by application model). Therefore, following steps are executed. First, the SRTE resolves the associated
application model from the received model reference that was selected by the user.
The model is used as input parameter during the invocation of the server-side mashup
loading process. Second, all CRTE descriptors are retrieved and used as input parameter during the loading procedure invocation. That means that every CRTE could
be used as a potential execution environment of the mashup components. Besides
these two input parameters, the third information set – the interface descriptors of all
application components – is already provided by third party component developers as
entities of the previously mentioned CoRe service. After the SRTE has retrieved all
required information, the interpretation procedure will be triggered. The knowledge of
the needed application components is extracted from the application model. It encompasses functional properties of the required application components, e. g., supported
properties, operations and event messages. Furthermore, the knowledge of the component distribution is extracted from the application model too, because in our approach the application developer defines the distribution per mashup component explicitly, i. e., there is an association between the description of the needed mashup
component and the description of the required distribution context. The distribution
context spans several aspects, e. g., device characteristics like the display resolution
or context characteristics like the maximum distance between the initial device (that

represents the user's position) and the needed execution context of the bound mashup
components. The characteristics of the available CRTEs are determined from the
registered runtime descriptors. They include runtime environment aspects, e. g., the
supported in- and output modalities and the software platform aspects, such as provided APIs or available rendering capabilities (audio and video player features, etc.).
With the help of this information the SRTE can derive what application component is
executable within the context of which CRTE.
Matching & Ranking. The main goal of this phase is the computation of the final
distribution set that describes the distribution of those mashup components, which
correspond on one side with the functional requirements and on the other side with
the distribution requirements that are both part of the application model. In our approach the algorithm to compute the distribution set consists of the following steps.
First, the interpreted information of the application model is used to determine the set
of usable CRTEs. Therefore, the SRTE needs to consider the registered runtime environment descriptions, which characterize the functional and non-functional properties
of the corresponding CRTE. In other words, the CRTE descriptors are matched
against the descriptions of the required distribution context in the application model.
In our approach, each distribution context description represents one required CRTE
per mashup component. After the corresponding CRTE was determined, the associations between the distribution contexts and the functional component requirements are
used to create a matrix that comprises the mapping between a CRTE and a mashup
component requirement. In the second step of our algorithm, each entry of the previously mentioned matrix is used to compute the best matching application component
implementation. The result of our distribution algorithm is a refined matrix (distribution set) that describes the mapping between the entries of the set of usable CRTEs
and the entries of the set of available mashup component implementations.
Apportionment. In our approach a distributed mashup application is characterized as
a network of communicating mashup components, which are executed in the distributed context of several runtime environments (CRTEs). This involves the execution
of multiple application components in the context of a single CRTE. To integrate
these components successfully, the communication description of the application
model is needed during the integration process. That is, the model has to be apportioned into several model fragments, to reduce the communication overhead between
the SRTE and CRTE. These fragments have to be bound to these mashup components, which are part of the previously mentioned distribution set. Hence, the set has
to be extended with modal data, for example, communication channel descriptions per
mashup component. The result of this phase is an extended distribution set that contains several entries and each entry incorporate the following information units: a
unique identifier of the mashup component, a component descriptor (functional and
non-functional component properties) in the SMCDL format, the executable code of
the mashup component, model fragment information and the identifier of the corresponding CRTE.

The first parameter is created in the context of the SRTE, because it is responsible to
route all communication messages between the distributed mashup components. The
second parameter incorporates all information that is necessary to integrate the component in a remote execution context, e. g., external software libraries. The third parameter covers all information that is necessary for instantiating and executing the
application components. The fourth parameter contains the model data, e. g., the description of the communication behavior between the mashup components. The last
parameter represents the CRTE, in which context the application components should
be executed.
Integration. After the extended distribution set was created, the last phase of the
loading process will begin – the distributed integration of all included mashup components. It covers the instantiation, initialization and the optional layout- and rendering-process of several mashup components in the remote context of different CRTEs.
For this purpose the SRTE has created a bidirectional communication channel to every CRTE during the aforementioned discovery phase. In our approach we will use
Web Sockets, which allow the SRTE to push application specific messages to the
client-side. As input parameter the extended distribution set is used in this phase. First
the set is sorted under the criteria of the CRTE, because this allows to group the distribution set and each group covers all mashup components that are executed in the
same context. Second, for each group an integration command message is created,
which causes the associated CRTE to start a client-side integration procedure, in that
each delivered mashup component is instantiated and initialized. This message contains all information of each group member (component ID, component description,
executable code and model fragment data) that is needed for the remote integration
procedure.
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Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper, we presented our approach to realize a distributed mashup application for multi-device scenarios. We used model-based development methods that are
known from the mashup domain, e. g., modeling the composition and communication
of application components. To distribute mashup components on heterogeneous devices further conditions must be fulfilled during the load-time. To address the problem of the dynamic availability of mobile devices every personal device has to provide a discovery feature that allows the server-side device registration and the clientside application selection. Modern web browser do not provide such discovery features, that means we need to extent the browser capabilities to use it as a universal
runtime environment for mashup components. Furthermore, in our approach an application is provided and executed by the multi-device environment and not by the device itself. Hence, the personal device of the user has to communicate with a central
server that provides all available applications.
Another problem that we address is the heterogeneity of multiple interactive devices. To overcome this issue, in our approach for every device a specific mashup com-

ponent implementation has to be registered in a public component repository service.
Each mashup component is associated with a descriptor that contains functional and
non-functional property information, such as supported operations and capabilities.
Especially, the non-functional component description part contains requirement descriptions from the perspective of the component developer, e. g., needed devicespecific sensors or in- and output resources. That means that the client-side runtime
environment has to provide self-descriptive properties that condition the deployability
of a mashup component. Hence, each potential runtime environment provides a generic interface that allows aggregating the runtime environment descriptors on the serverside during the discovery phase.
As further research, we will investigate the possibilities to express the distribution
requirements per needed mashup component as part of the application model with the
help of semantic technologies, e. g., SPARQL-queries1. We assume that this will help
us to simplify the matching process, because these queries can be used directly in the
matching phase of the application loading process. No additional interpretation and
transformation operations have to be implemented. Furthermore, we will extend existing standards for device description, e. g., the UPnP standard, with additional nonfunctional properties, because we need to describe what device-specific (in- and output) and what software-specific conditions must be fulfilled to execute a mashup
component. For example, a component developer wants to annotate that his mashup
component is only executable on a smartphone with a camera and a Webkit-based
browser. Therefore, we plan to describe these runtime environment properties in an
ontological representation format, because we assume that semantic technologies will
help us to reduce the implementation effort and improve the quality of the dynamic
matching between required distribution contexts and the available runtime environments.
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